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Abstract
Composite S -brane solutions in multidimensional gravity with
scalar elds and elds of forms related to Toda-like systems are pre-
sented. These solutions are dened on a product manifold RM1
. . .Mn , where R is a time manifold, M1 is an Einstein manifold
and Mi ( i > 1 ) are Ricci-flat manifolds. Certain examples of S -
brane solutions related to A1 + ... + A1 , Am Toda chains and those
with "block-orthogonal" intersections (e.g. SM -brane solutions) are
singled out. Under certain restrictions imposed a Kasner-like asymp-
totical behaviour of the solutions is shown.




Currently, there is a certain interest to so-called S -brane solutions [1], i.e.
space-like analogues of D -branes, see also [2, 3, 4, 5] and references therein.
We remind that in perturbative string theory D -branes [6] are hyper-
surfaces where open strings end and the Dirichlet boundary conditions along
transverse spacelike directions are imposed. Alternatively, D -branes may be
also described as classical solutions in supergravity theories. Open strings
can also obey Dirichlet boundary conditions along time-like directions that
gives rise to space-like analogues of D -branes, i.e. S -branes. (For Euclidean
brane solutions in type II string theories see also [7, 8].)
It is well-known that D -branes play an important role in studying non-
perturbative aspects of string/M theory and the AdS/CFT duality [10, 11,
12]. Analogously S -branes are expected to play the role of D -branes in
realizing dS/CFT duality [9] in string/M theory.
Nevertheless, from pure mathematical point of view S -brane solutions
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] are not new ones. They are special cases of more general
exact solutions found in earlier publications, see [13, 14, 15] and references
therein (For earlier cosmological solutions in string models see also [16, 17].)
These publications contain a lot of exact solutions dened on product of
several Ricci-flat or Einstein spaces of arbitrary signatures. Among them
generalized S -brane solutions governed by harmonic function with brane in-
tersections corresponding to hyperbolic algebras were considered [19]. In [23]
a general class of cosmological solutions with composite S -branes exhibiting
an oscillating behaviour near the singularity was described, e.g. using the
billiard representation near the singularity.
The aim of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we single out a family of cosmo-
logical solutions with composite S -branes from general Toda-like cosmological-
type solutions suggested in [14]. Secondly, for special intersections (e.g. "or-
thogonal" ones) we get a subfamily of S -brane solutions, containing the
main part of solutions from [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] as special cases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 cosmological-type solu-
tions related to Toda-type systems from [14] are presented (in a more or
less condensed manner). In Section 3 we single out composite S -brane so-
lutions of general (Toda-like) form. Here we also consider special subclasses
of S -brane solutions, e.g. with "orthogonal", "block-ortogonal" and Am
intersection rules. In Section 4 certain examples of solutions in D = 11 su-
pergravity (describing SM -branes) are singled out. Section 5 is devoted to
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asymptotical Kasner-like behaviour of S -brane solutions.
2 Cosmological-type solutions related to Toda-
type systems
2.1 The model
















where g = gMN(x)dx
M⊗dxN is a metric, ϕ = (ϕ) 2 Rl is a vector of scalar
elds, (h) is a constant symmetric non-degenerate l  l matrix (l 2 N) ,
θa = 1 ,




M1 ^ . . . ^ dzMna (2.2)
is a na -form (na  1 ), λa is a 1-form on Rl : λa(ϕ) = λaϕ , a 2 4 ,
α = 1, . . . , l . In (2.1) we denote jgj = j det(gMN)j ,




M1N1 . . . gMnaNna , (2.3)
a 2 4 . Here 4 is some nite set. For pseudo-Euclidean metric of signature
(−, +, . . . , +) all θa = 1 .
2.2 Solutions with n Ricci-flat spaces
Let us consider a family of solutions to eld equations corresponding to the
action (2.1) and depending upon one variable u [14]. These solutions are
dened on the manifold
M = (u−, u+)M1 M2  . . .Mn, (2.4)































α = 1, . . . , l ; . In (2.5) w = 1 , gi = gimini(yi)dymii ⊗ dynii is a Ricci-flat





is the indicator of i belonging to I : δiI = 1 for i 2 I and δiI = 0 otherwise.
The p -brane set S is by denition
S = Se t Sm, Sv = ta24fag  fvg  Ωa;v, (2.9)
v = e, m and Ωa;e, Ωa;m  Ω , where Ω = Ω(n) is the set of all non-empty
subsets of f1, . . . , ng . Here and in what follows t means the union of non-
intersecting sets. Any p -brane index s 2 S has the form
s = (as, vs, Is), (2.10)
where as 2 4 is colour index, vs = e, m is electro-magnetic index and the
set Is 2 Ωas;vs describes the location of p -brane worldvolume.
The sets Se and Sm dene electric and magnetic p -branes, correspond-
ingly. In (2.6)
χs = +1,−1 (2.11)
for s 2 Se, Sm , respectively. In (2.7) forms







du ^ τ(Is), (2.12)
s 2 Se , correspond to electric p -branes and forms
F s = Qsτ(Is), (2.13)
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s 2 Sm , correspond to magnetic p -branes; Qs 6= 0 , s 2 S . Here and in
what follows
I  I0 n I, I0 = f1, . . . , ng. (2.14)




jgi(yi)j dy1i ^ . . . ^ dydii , (2.15)
and parameters
ε(i)  sign(det(gimini)) = 1 (2.16)
are well-dened for all i = 1, . . . , n . Here di = dimMi , i = 1, . . . , n ,
D = 1+
Pn
i=1 di . For any set I = fi1, . . . , ikg 2 Ω , i1 < . . . < ik , we denote
τ(I)  τi1 ^ . . . ^ τik , (2.17)
M(I)  Mi1  . . .Mik , (2.18)




ε(I)  ε(i1) . . . ε(ik). (2.20)
M(Is) is isomorphic to p -brane worldvolume manifold (see (2.10)).








s, s0 2 S , with (h) = (h)−1 .
Here we assume that
(i) Bss 6= 0, (2.23)
for all s 2 S , and
(ii) det(Bss′) 6= 0, (2.24)
i.e. the matrix (Bss′) is a non-degenerate one. In (2.12) another non-
degenerate matrix (a so-called "quasi-Cartan" matrix) appears
(Ass′) = (2Bss′/Bs′s′) . (2.25)
Here some ordering in the set S is assumed.
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In (2.5), (2.6)
fs = exp(−qs), (2.26)
where (qs) = (qs(u)) is a solution to Toda-type equations





s 2 S . Here
εs = (−ε[g])(1−s)=2ε(Is)θas , (2.28)
s 2 S , ε[g]  sign det(gMN) . More explicitly (2.28) reads: εs = ε(Is)θas
for vs = e and εs = −ε[g]ε(Is)θas , for vs = m .
Vectors c = (cA) = (ci, c) and c = (cA) obey the linear constraintsX
i2Is
dic




i − χsλasc = 0, (2.29)










































is an integration constant (energy) for the solutions from (2.27).


















Here we identify notations for gi and g^i , where g^i = pi g
i is the pullback
of the metric gi to the manifold M by the canonical projection: pi : M !
Mi , i = 1, . . . , n . An analogous agreement will be also kept for volume
forms etc.
Due to (2.12) and (2.13), the dimension of p -brane worldvolume d(Is)
is dened by
d(Is) = nas − 1, d(Is) = D − nas − 1, (2.34)
for s 2 Se, Sm , respectively. For a p -brane we have p = ps = d(Is)− 1 .
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2.3 Solutions with one curved Einstein space and n−1
Ricci-flat spaces
The cosmological solution with Ricci-flat spaces may be also modied to the
following case:
Ric[g1] = ξ1g
1, ξ1 6= 0, Ric[gi] = 0, i > 1, (2.35)
i.e. the rst space (M1, g
1) is Einstein space of non-zero scalar curvature
and other spaces (Mi, g
i) are Ricci-flat and
1 /2 Is, 8s 2 S, (2.36)
i.e. all \brane" submanifolds do not contain M1 .
In this case the exact solution may be obtained by a little modications
of the solutions from the previous subsection [14].







[f1(u− u1)]2d1=(1−d1) exp(2c1u + 2c1) (2.37)












f1(τ) = R sinh(
p
C1τ), C1 > 0, ξ1w > 0; (2.38)
R sin(
p
jC1jτ), C1 < 0, ξ1w > 0; (2.39)
R cosh(
p
C1τ), C1 > 0, ξ1w < 0; (2.40)
jξ1(d1 − 1)j1=2 τ, C1 = 0, ξ1w > 0, (2.41)
u1 and C1 are constants, R = jξ1(d1 − 1)/C1j1=2 , and
C1
d1
d1 − 1 = 2E, (2.42)
where E is dened in (2.31).









j = c0. (2.43)
All other relations from the previous subsection are unchanged.
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2.4 Restrictions on p -brane congurations.
The solutions presented above are valid if two restrictions on the sets of
p -branes are satised [14]. These restrictions guarantee the block-diagonal
form of the energy-momentum tensor and the existence of the sigma-model
representation (without additional constraints) [18].
Let us denote w1  fiji 2 f1, . . . , ng, di = 1g , and n1 = jw1j (i.e. n1
is the number of 1-dimensional spaces among Mi , i = 1, . . . , n ).
Restriction 1. For any a 2 4 and v = e, m there are no I, J 2 Ωa;v
such that I = fig t (I \ J) , and J = (I \ J) t fjg for some i, j 2 w1 ,
i 6= j .
Restriction 2.. For any a 2 4 there are no I 2 Ωa;e and J 2 Ωa;m
such that J = fig t I .
Restriction 1 is satised for n1  1 and also in the non-composite case:
jΩa;ej + jΩa;mj = 1 for all a 2 4 . For n1  2 it forbids the following pairs
of two electric or two magnetic p -branes, corresponding to the same form
F a, a 2 4 :
i I
j J
Figure 1. A forbidden by Restriction 1 pair of two electric or two
magnetic p-branes.
Here di = dj = 1 , i 6= j , i, j = 1, . . . , n . Restriction 1 may be also
rewritten in terms of intersections
(R1) d(I \ J)  d(I)− 2, (2.44)
for any I, J 2 Ωa;v , a 2 4 , v = e, m (here d(I) = d(J) ).
Restriction 2 is satised for n1 = 0 . For n1  1 it forbids the following
electro-magnetic pairs, corresponding to the same form F a, a 2 4 :
i J
I
Figure 2. Forbidden by Restriction 2 electromagnetic pair of p-branes
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Here di = 1 , i = 1, . . . , n . In terms of intersections Restriction 2 reads
(R2) d(I \ J) 6= 0, (2.45)
for I 2 Ωa;e and J 2 Ωa;m , a 2 4 .
Intersection rules. >From (2.21), (2.22) and (2.25) we get the p -brane
intersection rules corresponding to the quasi-Cartan matrix (Ass′) [13]
d(Is \ Is′) = d(Is)d(Is
′)




where λas  λas′ = λasλas′ h ; s, s0 2 S .
3 Composite S-brane solutions
In this section we single out special cosmological solutions called as S -branes.
3.1 Toda-type solutions
In what follows we suppose that all metrics gi have Euclidean signatures
(+, ..., +) and w = −1 . Thus the total metric g has the pseudo-Euclidean
signature (−, +, ..., +) . We put in action (2.1) θa = 1 .
Then, from denitions (2.20) and (2.28) we get
εs = ε(Is) = 1 (3.1)
for all s .
We also put
d1 > 1 (3.2)
and 1 /2 Is , i.e. all branes do not contain M1 -submanifold.
Let us assume that the (brane) matrix (Bss′) is a positive denite and
hence
Bss > 0 (3.3)
for all s 2 S . This suggestion and (3.1) imply
ETL > 0. (3.4)
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Now we make the following choice of parameters in the solutions >from
subsections 2.2 and 2.3
ci = 0, i > 1, c = 0, (3.5)
for all α and
ci = c = 0, (3.6)
for all i, α . With this choice the brane constraints (2.29) are satised iden-
tically due to (2.36).
With the adopted choice of parameters both solutions from subsections






































a 2 4 ; α = 1, . . . , l ; where
H = jξ1(d1 − 1)j1=2 sinh(Mt)
M
, ξ1 > 0; (3.10)
jξ1(d1 − 1)j1=2 cosh(Mt)
M
, ξ1 < 0; (3.11)
exp(Mt), ξ1 = 0; (3.12)
M > 0 , and
M2d1















Hs = exp(−qs(t)), (3.14)
with qs(t) obeying Toda-type equations




s′), s 2 S. (3.15)
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The metric g1 is an Einstein metric on M1 : Ric[g
1] = ξ1g
1 , and all
other metrics are Ricci-flat, i.e. Ric[gi] = 0 for i > 1 .
In combining of two subfamilies of solutions from the previous section we
used the following denitions and identications: u = t , f1 = H , fs = Hs ,
M =
p
C1 ( C1 > 0 ) for ξ1 6= 0 and (d1 − 1)c1 = M for ξ1 = 0 .
3.2 Solutions with "orthogonal" intersections
Let us consider "orthogonal" (or A1  ... A1 ) intersection rules
Bss′ = 0, s 6= s0, (3.16)
(remind that Bss′ = (U
s, Us
′
) are scalar products of brane vectors [18, 15]).
Then using relations from Appendix we get
Hs = jQsjjhsj−1=2 cosh(Ms(t− ts))
Ms
, (3.17)





Here we used the notations Ms =
p
Cs , Cs > 0 (see Appendix). For
ξ1 6= 0 these "orthogonal" S -brane solutions are special cases of more general
ones from [13].
3.3 Solutions with "block-orthogonal" intersections
Let us suppose that
Bss′ = 0, s 2 Si, s0 2 Sj , i 6= j, (3.19)
where
S = S1 t . . . t Sk, (3.20)
Si 6= ; , i, j = 1, . . . , k . Relation (3.20) means that the set S splits into k
mutually non-intersecting subsets (blocks) S1, . . . , Sk .








where all Ms > 0 and ts are constants coinciding inside "blocks":
ts = ts′, Ms = Ms′ , (3.22)























More general "block-orthogonal" solutions where considered in [20, 21,
22].
3.4 Solutions related to Am Toda chain
Here we consider exact solutions to Toda-chain (3.15) equations [26] corre-




2 −1 0 . . . 0 0
−1 2 −1 . . . 0 0
0 −1 2 . . . 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . 2 −1




s, s0 2 S = f1, . . . , mg .






vr1    vrs2(wr1, . . . , wrs) exp[(wr1 + . . . + wrs)t], (3.27)
12
s = 1, . . . , m , where






; (wr1)  1, (3.28)
denotes the Vandermonde determinant. The real constants vr and wr , r =




−2(w1, . . . , wm+1),
m+1X
r=1















min(s, s0)[m + 1−max(s, s0)], (3.31)
s, s0 = 1, . . . , m , [29]. Here vr 6= 0 and wr 6= wr′ , r 6= r0 ; r, r0 = 1, . . . , m+
1 . Due to Bss > 0 , s 2 S , all wr, vr are real, and, moreover, all vr > 0 ,
r = 1, . . . , m + 1 [14].







where h = (Bss)
−1 , s 2 S (here all Bss are equal).
4 Examples
Here we present well-known SM -brane solutions in D = 11 supergravity
[25].
4.1 Solutions for algebra A1
We start with single S -branes.
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4.1.1 SM2 -brane










1 dt ^ τ2, (4.2)
where H is dened in (3.10)-(3.12), H1 is dened in (3.17) (h1 = 1/2 ) and
2M2d1/(d1 − 1) = M21 .
4.1.2 SM5 -brane






H2d1=(1−d1)[−dt⊗ dt + H2g1] + H−11 g2 + g3
o
, (4.3)
F = Q1τ1 ^ τ3, (4.4)
where H and H1 are dened in (3.10)-(3.12) and (3.17), respectively, ( h1 =
1/2 ) and 2M2d1/(d1 − 1) = M21 .
4.2 SM2 \ SM5 -branes with A1  A1 intersection
Here we present a "superposition" of SM2 and SM5 solutions correspond-
ing to "ortogonal intersection": d(I1 \ I2) = 2 . We put n = 5 , d1 = 2 ,


















1 dt ^ τ2 ^ τ3 + Q2τ1 ^ τ2 ^ τ5, (4.6)
where H and Hs are dened in (3.10)-(3.12) and (3.17), respectively (all
hs = 1/2 ) and 4M




4.3 SM2 \ SM5 -branes with A2 intersection
Now we consider a (dyonic) solution consisiting of SM2 and SM5 branes
and with A2 intersection: d(I1 \ I2) = 1 [15]. We put n = 4 , d1 = d2 = 2 ,




H−4[−dt⊗ dt + H2g1] + H−11 g2 + (4.7)
H−21 g






1 dt ^ τ2 ^ τ3 Q1τ1 ^ τ2, (4.8)







This solution is also a special case of A2 Toda chain solution (with Q
2
1 =
Q22 ) from subsection 3.4.
5 Kasner-like asymptotical behaviour
Here we consider asymptotical behaviour of S -brane solutions in the limit
t ! +1 , when
H  const exp(Mt), Hs  const exp(Mst), (5.1)
s 2 S .
It may be veried by a straightforward calculation for one-brane case
that in the limit t ! +1 the metric and scalar elds have asymptotical
Kasner-like behaviour






 ln τ + const, (5.3)
as τ ! +0 ( τ is synchronous time variable) with the set of Kasner param-








i)2 + ααγhγ = 1. (5.4)
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Here τ  const exp(−Mt) for t ! +1 , where M > 0 is a linear combi-
nation of "masses" M , Ms . Analogous (though more tedious) calculations
for several branes with orthogonal intersections give an analogous result.
Here we show that the Kasner-like asymptotical behaviour may be proved
using the billiard representation for multidimensional cosmology with branes
[23] under restrictions imposed in Section 3 and the following additional con-
dition added: the matrix (h) is supposed to be positive denite. According
to results of refs. [23] for the proof of the Kasner-like asymptotical behaviour





i − χsλasγαγ > 0, (5.5)
s 2 S . Indeed, let us consider the following set of Kasner parameters
α1 = (d1 −)/[d1(D − 1)], (5.6)
α2 = ... = αn = (d + )/[d(D − 1)], (5.7)
αγ = 0, (5.8)
where d = d2 + ... + dn and  =
p
d1d(D − 2) . Due to condition 1 /2 Is
this Kasner set does satisfy the relations (5.5).
When all di > 1 and α
αγhγ = 0 , then the Riemann tensor squared
of the Kasner-type metric (5.2) diverges for τ ! +0 [24] and, hence, the
Riemann tensor squared of the original metric g diverges as t ! +1 . For
ααγhγ 6= 0 the scalar curvature of (5.2) diverges as τ ! +0 that implies
R[g] !1 for t ! +1 .
Analogous consideration may be carried out for the solution with H from
(3.11) in the limit t ! −1 .
Remark. Conical singularity. Let us consider the asymptotical be-
haviour of the solution with H from (3.10) when t ! +0 . In general case
we get a conical singularity in this limit. This singularity is absent in spe-
cial case when (M1, g
1) is unit Lobachevsky space of dimension d1 (and
ξ1 = −(d1 − 1) ). This is a well-known Milne-type resolution of singularity.
6 Conclusions
In this paper a family of Toda-like composite S -brane solutions was pre-
sented. These ( S -brane) solutions are special case of more general cosmological-
type solutions from [14]. They generalize S -brane solutions from refs. [1,
16
2, 3, 4, 5] to a composite congurations with next to arbitrary intersecting
rules.
Here several subclasses of S -brane solutions with "orthogonal", "block-
orthogonal" and Am intersections were considered and certain examples of
solutions in D = 11 supergravity (describing SM -branes with A1 , A1A1
and A2 intersections), were singled out. (For non-Ricci-flat space (M1, g
1)
general classical and quantum S -brane solutions with "orthogonal" intersec-
tion rules were considered earlier in [13].)
The solutions under consideration have (in general position) an asymp-
totical Kasner-like behaviour near the singularity when t ! +1 . This fact
was shown here using the billiard approach for p -brane cosmology [23] un-
der the assumption 1 /2 Is imposed (i.e. when all branes do not contain
M1 -submanifold). The relaxing of this assumption may lead to S -brane
congurations with oscillating behaviour near the singularity (see [23]).
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Appendix
Solutions for "block-orthogonal" intersections. Here we consider
"block-orthogonal" case (3.19), (3.20). In this case the moduli functions
(2.26) read [22, 21, 15]
fs = ( fs)
bs, (A.1)
with powers bs dened in (3.24) and
fs(u) = Rs sinh(
p
Cs(u− us)), Cs > 0, ηsεs < 0; (A.2)
Rs sin(
p
jCsj(u− us)), Cs < 0, ηsεs < 0; (A.3)
Rs cosh(
p
Cs(u− us)), Cs > 0, ηsεs > 0; (A.4)
jQsjjbshsj−1=2(u− us), Cs = 0, ηsεs < 0, (A.5)
where Rs = jQsjjbshsCsj−1=2 , ηs = sign(bshs) = 1 , Cs , us { are constants,
s 2 S , coinciding inside "blocks": us = us′ , Cs = Cs′ , s, s0 2 Si ; i =
1, . . . , k .











s, s0 2 Si , i = 1, . . . , k .







"Orthogonal" case. In the "orthogonal" case when all blocks consist
of one element, i.e. jS1j = . . . = jSkj = 1 [13], the quasy-Cartan matrix is
diagonal A = diag(2, . . . , 2) , all bs = 1 and
fs = fs, (A.8)
s 2 S .
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